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Abstract—Security patterns are best practices to handle re-
curring security problems. Existing classifications for security
patterns consider only a small number of patterns, and their
purpose is often focused on implementations issues. Therefore we
identify missing aspects in existing classifications and introduce
a new classification scheme based on application domains. This
scheme is based on a literature survey on security patterns
published in the period of 1997 to 2010 to cover the whole
bandwidth of exiting security pattern.

Index Terms—Security Patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software security is an emerging area in software devel-
opment. More and more vulnerabilities are published and
compromise systems and their users [1]. Software designers
and programmers are therefore faced with applying security
solutions to software systems. In the domain of software
development, design patterns have been proposed as specific
solutions for recurring problems in software design [2].

Yoder and Barcalow summarized some existing patterns
targeting security and introduced the term security pattern [3],
only three years after Gamma et al. [2] proposed their design
patterns. Security patterns are best practices aiming at ensuring
security [4], [5].

Existing security pattern classifications are often based on
a few security patterns. Their scope is often limited to special
areas such as implementation patterns. For instance, Hafiz
et al. formed their classification with only 14 security patterns
[6], but there exist many more security patterns.

Therefore, we conducted a systematic literature review and
collected the published security patterns in the period of
1997 to 2010. We propose a new classification scheme that
summarizes 409 security patterns, a much longer list than the
one by Yoder and Barcalow [3]. Moreover, our classification
scheme supports the selection by application domain, which
is relevant for researchers and practitioners who are interested
in security patterns for domain-driven tasks.

Our motivation conducting this literature research and shap-
ing a new classification was to get an overview on existing pat-
terns and organize them in application domains. The research
focus of our future research is to detect and validate software
security patterns implemented in code. To get started, we need
a clear picture of what kinds of security patterns exist.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. An
overview of classifications in general is given in Section II.

Existing classification approaches for security patterns will
be described in Section III. In Section IV, we describe our
literature survey and will introduce our new classification.
Afterwards, we will conclude in Section V.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASSIFICATIONS

The increasing number of patterns makes it necessary to
develop classifications. This sections describes general require-
ments for classifications in general and on security patterns in
particular.

A classification should be based on systematic method-
ologies and techniques to organize a mass of patterns. A
classification organizes patterns into groups of patterns that
share one or many properties such as the application domain
or a particular purpose. The kind of properties that should be
used is not fixed. A pattern can have more than one specific
property. Therefore, it may be included in more than one
classification category.

According to Buschmann et al., a pattern classification
scheme should meet some basic properties [7]. It must too be
simple and easy to learn. This should be supported by using
only few classification criteria to reduce the complexity and
ambiguity for users. In addition, a classification should reflect
the main properties of a pattern to classify it. Last but not
least, a classification scheme should provide the possibility to
classify new patterns.

Fernandez et al. pointed out that a classification should make
the application of patterns much easier along the software life-
cycle [8]. Due to the fact that it is impractical to look at details
of a pattern to pick the right pattern for the problem at hand,
a classification should help to understand the essential nature
and value of patterns.

A simple and intuitive classification is shown in Figure 1. A
natural way to classify pattern is to categorize them according
to the discipline where they are applied. Patterns can also
be distinguished by their application domain like network,
embedded systems or distributed systems. Another way to dif-
ferentiate patterns is to determine their programming concepts
paradigms such as object-oriented or imperative programming
language concepts. Moreover, it is possible to categorize them
depending on the level of abstraction they address, e.g., design
or coding patterns. In addition, the criterion purpose represents
the kind of problem a pattern solves and when it may be
applied.
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Fig. 1. Intuitive classification

III. EXISTING CLASSIFICATIONS

The presented classification criteria in Section II are simple,
but do not always fit for selecting the right pattern for a special
purpose because of their generality. Therefore more specific
classification schemata based on one or more criteria have
been developed to meet special purposes like the structural
and behavioural distinction on object creation and usage by
Gamma et al. [2].

One of the simplest classifications for security patterns was
used by Kienzle et al. [9]. They presented the structural
and procedural criteria for the differentiation of the patterns
described in their final report. If a security pattern is concerned
about compositions or structures that are implemented in a
final software product, it is structural. Otherwise a security
pattern is procedural.

Konrad et al. [10] proposed a classification method for
security patterns re-using the classification for design patterns
such as creational, structural and behavioural from Gamma
et al. [2]. They enhanced their classification by adding further
categories such as network, host, and application. In their
work, they considered only the security patterns introduced
by Yoder and Barcalow [3].

Schumacher’s security patterns book offers a new classifi-
cation system [11]. The classification is based on Zachman’s
framework [12] for enterprise architecture. It is presented
along two dimensions. One dimension represents different
views on the interrogatives “what“, ”how”, “where“, ”who”,
“when“, and ”why“. The second dimension shows different
information model views such as business model or technology
model. Schumacher et al. enhanced this framework by adding
the column security to emphasize the security view and to
be able to address all model levels. They organized only the
patterns contained in the book into their classification.

According to the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (JEE)
pattern classification by Alur et al. [13], Steel et al. [14]
classify their JEE security patterns in a similar way. They
separate their patterns in layers that are typical for the devel-
opment in the JEE domain such as Web, Business, Web Service
and added a fourth tier that represents the special issue of
identity management. This classification is only designed for
the special purpose of JEE patterns and does not consider other
types of patterns.

Rosado et al. related security requirements to security

patterns and classified security patterns into two categories:
architectural and design patterns [15].

Hafiz et al. proposed a classification based on a tree
structure combined with the STRIDE-Model [16] to join the
software and security view in terms of security patterns [6].
The STRIDE-Model is normally used for threat modelling
including identifying and prioritization of security vulnerabil-
ities. They tested their classification with 14 different security
patterns, and compared it against other available security
classifications.

VanHilst et al. introduced a multi-dimensional matrix of
concerns to classify security patterns [17]. It addresses the
problem coverage and pattern classification. Their idea was
that each matrix dimension represents a well-defined list of
concerns, which is presented along one single axis. To classify
security patterns, the primary dimension contains concerns
of life-cycle activities like domain analysis or requirements.
The second dimension differentiates security patterns by their
component source type such as new code, legacy, or wizard-
code. Other dimensions may hold types of security responses
like prevention or mitigation, but they can also be further
customized to a user’s need. Their classification was tested
by different members of their team, who added six different
security patterns to the classification.

Fernandez et al. state that security patterns are architec-
tural patterns [18]. Therefore, their approach deals with two
classifications that differ in different viewpoints of security
patterns. On the one hand, they introduced a classification by
a hierarchy of layers and on the other hand, they proposed
a classification based on the relationships between patterns
by using an automatic relationship extraction and analysis
technique. This classification is abstract and only regards a
small number of security patterns.

Washizaki et al. point out that the previously introduced
classifications have only a few dimensions and do not embrace
the relations between patterns [19]. Therefore, they introduce
a meta-model to express the patterns’ properties and relations
uniformly. The base is an excerpt of the multidimensional
classification dimensions presented by VanHilst et al. [17].
They picked out the dimensions as follows: Lifecycle stage,
Architectural level, Concern, Domain, Type of pattern and
Constraint. In addition, they used the three UML standard
relationship types association, generalization, and aggregation
to model relationships between security patterns, for example,
a Firewall pattern [11] is the generalization of an Address
Filter Firewall [20] and an Application Firewall [21] pattern.

They also propose two instances for the meta-model which
represents two points of view, namely pattern-to-pattern rela-
tions, represented as a pattern graph, and pattern-to-dimension
relations modelled as a dimension graph. They tested their
approach with only eight different security patterns, which are
close to implementation patterns.

To summarize, the published classifications take only a
small number of security patterns into account. The used
security patterns are often very similar to the first introduced
patterns by Yoder and Barcalow [3]. Thus they do not consider
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other types of security patterns such as enterprise patterns and
mostly imply that only programming issues are covered by
security patterns. Due to the fact that many people, who are
involved in the software life-cycle, are rarely security experts
and not aware of security issues [22], the classification should
be easy to use. Based on these points, we will form a new
classification for this purpose.

IV. NEW CLASSIFICATION FOR SECURITY PATTERNS

Our goal is to present a classification that covers the
heterogeneity of the published security patterns till today. It
unifies the existing patterns in a common scheme. In addition,
not every task needs information about attack surfaces or
vulnerability classification properties like STRIDE or other
facets that are introduced in Section III. On that account we
omit specialized criteria like STRIDE and focus on obvious
differences among the security patterns. With this in mind, we
develop a new classification with a more general perspective
based on a domain criterion (see Section II) and the security
patterns we collected in our systematic literature review.

A. Systematic Literature Review

This section describes how the literature survey was con-
ducted systematically [23], [24]. We start our literature re-
search with the surveys by Laverdiere et al. [25], Heyman
et al. [26] and Yoshioka et al. [27]. Additionally, we considered
common pattern-related conferences and found 1150 articles
(see Table I). In addition, we looked for security patterns in
the IEEE Digital Library [28] and the ACM Digital Library
[29] and took two books about security patterns [11] [14] into
account.

We skimmed the conferences and electronic publications
of the years 1997 to 2010 for several keywords such as
cryptographic, security, software or secure. At first we picked
out all publications that contain these keywords, secondly we
read the abstract if it described the presentation of a security
pattern. Finally, we read the publications, which are not filtered
out previously to verify that they describe security patterns.
Moreover, we scanned and collected the referenced publication
of each identified pattern for further readings.

In summary, we identified 63 different publications describ-
ing security patterns, including books, journals, proceedings,
and technical reports. Most of them were found by look-
ing at the Hillside Group [30] pattern conferences such as
PLoP and EuroPLoP (see Figure 2 and Table I) and books.
Another publication type containing many security patterns
were technical reports discovered by cross-references. New
conferences that have only few security pattern publications
are also discovered by cross-references such as International
Conference on Emerging Security Information, Systems and
Technologies (SECURWARE), Working Conference on Data
and Applications Security (IFIP WC 11.3), International Con-
ference on Internet Computing (ICOMP), and International
Workshop on Security, Trust and Privacy in Grid Systems
(GRID-STP). The search at the ACM and IEEE Digital Library
produced many false-positive articles that were at a closer look

Fig. 2. Distribution of security patterns across different venues; white bars
denote conferences, the grey bar technical reports, and the black bar books.

no security pattern descriptions but deal with them in other
ways like discussing secure software design in practice [31].

Some publications describe more than one pattern. In total,
we got 409 security patterns. This list depicted that some
of these patterns have been described twice. Hence, we fil-
tered out duplicates and reduced the number of patterns to
360. These duplicates were identified by the use of similar
names and then comparing their descriptions. Because of
the abundance of patterns, we were not able to check in
depth whether two patterns with different names relate to the
same concept. Based on this heterogeneous security pattern
collection we formed our classification bottom-up in contrast
to the aforementioned classifications in Section III.
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Fig. 3. Proceeding steps in our classification modelling.

B. Organizing by Application Domain

First of all, we skimmed over the data and collected
keywords for the security patterns such as user, password,
operating system, enterprise or process. These keywords were
inspired by information we found in the pattern descriptions.

In the next iteration, we went through the pattern list and
extracted keywords for the patterns. On further reading these
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Acronym Description Total no. of arti-
cles 1997 to 2010

Articles describing
security patterns

PLoP Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs 427 26

EuroPLoP European Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs 395 18

VikingPlop The Nordic Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs 57 1

KoalaPLoP Australian Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs 17 0

AsianPLoP Asian Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs 14 1

SugarLoafPLoP American Conference on Pattern Languages of Programming 156 1

PATTERNS International Conferences on Pervasive Patterns and Applications 14 0

TABLE I
CONFERENCES INVOLVED IN THE INITIAL ARTICLE SELECTION.

keywords were unified into common groups. For instance, we
united the keywords AIX, Linux and Preforking to the group
Operating System. The result contains a mixture of purpose
and domain criterion. We formed 13 different groups this
way. To further simplify the classification along the lines like
described in Section II, these keywords were further condensed
to form an application-domain based distinction, which is easy
to understand and intuitively applicable (see Figure 3). Finally,
Figure 4 depicts the five target application domains which
were discovered: Enterprise, Software, Cryptographic, User,
and Network. They are described in the following in more
detail.

Software

Network

Crypto. EnterpriseUser

Fig. 4. Application-domain based classification.

Enterprise security patterns deal with aspects that are im-
portant for enterprises to ensure security in several enterprise
segments like third party communication with suppliers. This
means security in processes, physical authentication to several
areas, risk mining or securing communication in inter- and
external businesses. A good example of this pattern type is the
Manage Risk pattern introduced by Elsinga and Hofman [32].
The problem addressed by this pattern is as follows “What
is the right (combination of) paradigm(s) to formulate the
corporate security strategy in order to select and implement the
appropriate set of security safeguards?” The pattern suggests
to instruct people and units to pay attention on known and
unknown risks to develop prevention and roll-back strategies.

Network security patterns picture network infrastructures
and their ideal composition, for example, using a Packet Filter
Firewall to shield an internal network from Internet attacks
or just tunnelling the communication traffic though a single
controllable instance [11].

User security patterns are focused on user behaviour or
awareness of security issues, for example, the password lock
box pattern, which encourages the user to protect master
passwords with the highest level of security [38]. It stresses
the significance of protecting master password files and depict
situations where such a file can be useful.

Software security patterns describe mostly how to structure
parts of software to ensure security requirements. Sometimes
they also describe a specific behaviour or way to manage or
control a data flow in a secure way. On one hand, patterns in
this domain can be very specific like JEE patterns, which can
be applied only at Java enterprise applications [14]. On the
other hand, patterns in this domain can be more general like
the Single Access Point pattern, which models a kind of login
structure that can be be found in several software systems like
UNIX, ICQ or Twitter [3].

Cryptographic security patterns depict secure communi-
cation between two applications over a network. They are
often described abstractly. Therefore, it is not clear whether
these patterns reside in the Network or Software domain. Their
implementation or application is possible in both domains. On
that account, we see them as a part of network and software
in our classification (see Figure 4). An example is the Sender
Authentication pattern. It presents the problem and solution
how to guarantee that a received message has been sent by
a person one expected [41]. Obviously, such a pattern can be
applied at network level (Level 3 and 4) or at application level
and depending on that it resides on the Network or Software
application domain.

The aforementioned classifications in Section III cover only
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Application
Domain Publications Describing Security Patterns

Total no.
of Security
Patterns

Enterprise [33], [34], [32], [35], [36], [37], [11] 84

User [38], [39], [40] 23

Cryptographic [41], [42], [43], [44] 35

Network [45], [46], [21], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [20], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [11], [58],
[59], [60]

56

Software [45], [50], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], [74], [75],
[76], [77], [78], [37], [79], [40], [11], [80], [14], [81], [3], [82], [62], [83]

162

TABLE II
PUBLICATIONS AND NUMBER OF SECURITY PATTERNS PER APPLICATION-DOMAIN

parts of the fields we discovered. The Network domain is partly
touched by the classification of Konrad et al. [10]. Schumacher
et al. factor Enterprise requirements customizable with view
points in their classification, but they do not distinguish
other domains as our approach does. The domains User and
Cryptographic are not mentioned in the existing classification
approaches, although they represent approximately one sixth
of the patterns.

Our classification scheme can be tailored further to practical
or research interests by employing view points as recom-
mended by Fernandez et al. [18]. For software engineering in
particular, applicable patterns are located in the category Soft-
ware, which can be further divided into specific purposes such
as pattern detection by using the existing pattern classifications
by Gamma et al. [2] or Shi and Olsson [84]. Developing new
view points or finer grained classifications to cover new needs
in terms of special purposes for one of the application domains
is also conceivable.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we presented our systematically literature
review on security patterns and introduced a new classifi-
cation scheme. It embraces 360 published security patterns
and exceeds existing classifications by far. The presented
classification scheme fulfils the requirements of classifications
in the terms of expandability, intuitive use, and is applicable
for security laymen.

We hope that this classification will support our ongoing
research toward security patterns and reverse engineering. In
particular, we plan to investigate software architectures in
terms of security pattern usage. Further, we expect that this
classification helps other researchers and practitioners with
specific application goals focussing on security patterns.
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